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You get huge development advantages with Microsoft visual Studio .NET  2003—but you need a new bag of debugging tricks to take full advantage of them  in today’s .NET and Win32 development worlds. Learn lethally effective,  real-world application debugging techniques for .NET Framework 1.1 and windows  with this fully updated programming guide. Debugging expert John Robbins expands  the first edition of his classic debugging book with all-new scenarios and  bug-killing tools, tips, and techniques. You’ll see every .NET and Windows  debugging scenario here—from XML Web services and Microsoft ASP.NET to Windows  services and exceptions. Along with John’s expert guidance, you get more than 6  MB of his battle-tested source code—for the tools and tactics you need to ship  better software faster!

Topics covered include:

	Where bugs come from and how to think about solving them  
	Debugging during coding  
	Operating system debugging support and how Win32 debuggers work  
	Advanced debugger usage and .NET debugging with Visual Studio .NET  
	Advanced native code techniques with Visual Studio .NET and WinDBG  
	Extending the Visual Studio .NET integrated development environment  
	Managed exception monitoring  
	Flow tracing and performance  
	Finding source and line information with just a crash address  
	Crash handlers  
	Debugging Windows services and DLLs that load into services  
	Multithreaded deadlocks  
	Automated testing  
	The Debug C run-time library  
	A high-performance tracing tool for server applications  
	Smoothing the working set  
	Appendixes: Reading Dr. Watson log files, plus resources for .NET and  Windows developers 
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Ableton Live 7 Power the Comprehensive GuideThompson Brooks, 2008
Ready to unleash the awesome power of Ableton Live 7? As its name suggests, Ableton Live 7 was designed with the live performer in mind, but it goes well beyond that. You can integrate this live performance and studio software into your existing home or professional music studio to produce, compose, DJ, and much more. But how? "Ableton Live 7...
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The Art of Barter: How to Trade for Almost AnythingSkyhorse Publishing, 2010

	Just because you don’t have cash doesn’t mean you don’t want and need things. According to authors and business gurus Karen Hoffman and Shera Dalin, it’s time to get a little creative. Most people have a skill they can useÂ—it’s just a matter of figuring out what that is and how to use it to get something...
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Ext JS 4 Plugin and Extension DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book makes it fast and fun for ExtJS developers to get to grips with developing plugins and extensions. The step-by-step instructions, with plentiful examples and code, will give you the skills in no time.


	Overview

	
		Easy-to-follow examples on ExtJS plugins and extensions
	
		Step-by-step...
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Global Positioning Systems, Inertial Navigation, and IntegrationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
An updated guide to GNSS and INS, and solutions to real-world GPS/INS problems with Kalman filtering    

    

    Written by recognized authorities in the field, this second edition of a landmark work provides engineers, computer scientists, and others with a working familiarity with the theory and contemporary...
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Real World Adobe InDesign CS4Peachpit Press, 2009
Adobe InDesign is a full-fledged, sophisticated program, tightly integrated with the other Adobe industry leading graphics and Web programs in the Creative Suite. It's the essential tool for anyone doing page layout and design. 

Real World Adobe InDesign CS4 offers industrial-strength and time-saving techniques for design...
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UML 2 Certification Guide: Fundamental & Intermediate Exams (The MK/OMG Press)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
UML 2 Certification Guide
Fundamental and Intermediate Exams
Tim Weilkiens
Bernd Oestereich 

The authors have proven their mettle by teaching UML expertise in classroom settings that led to remarkably high OCUP test passing rates, just weeks after the UCOP Program became available worldwide.
You have taken the right...
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